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Junior Heat 1 
George Bridson started out in first with Diego Lopez in second. Diego jumped the start and crossed 

the line before George resulting in a black flag. Christian Nielson-Evans spun out of his own accord 

on the first lap and began to slip down the field into 10
th

 position. George Bridson regained first 

position after Diego came into the pits for his black flag. Thomas Knapton was 1.3 seconds behind 

the leader after 4 laps with Stephen Netting less than half a second back in third place. This was a 

fairly close heat in the middle of the pack with lots of close battles between the junior drivers. 

George managed to hold onto his lead and came in first with a 1.14 second gap over second placed 

Thomas Knapton, Stephen Netting followed in third 0.3 seconds behind second place. 

Junior Heat 2 
Mathias Read-Simpson got off to a flying start as he moved into third place on the first lap. Alex 

Churchill and Matthew Diemer were out in front from the start and looked to keep it that way as 

they powered away from the rest of the grid. The front runners pushed ahead and weren’t 
challenged by the bulk of the drivers, whilst the middle and back section were hustling for position. 

The front two were set as they approached the last few corners and Mathias also followed closely 

behind as he grabbed third place. Alex Churchill seized the win, with a great performance from 

Matthew Diemer in second. 

Junior Heat 3 
Tyler, Christian and Adam were top of the grid in the final heat.  George Bridson was using too much 

contact in the middle section of the first lap and received a black flag. Matthew Diemer was 

overtaking on the fourth lap to move into 8
th

 position.  Mathias found some speed and went past 

Diego on the fourth lap, only to be taken by Diego and Stephen Netting on the fifth lap at the same 

time! At this point with little time to go Tyler was well out in front with Ellis Haddow his closest 

challenger and Diego a few seconds back.  It finished this way with Tyler winning, followed by Ellis 

picking up second place and Diego in third. 

Junior Final 

Diego Lopez gained advantage by contact at turn 4 on the first lap and received a black flag for 

bumping other drivers off the circuit. Stephen Netting tried to get through a gap that was not big 

enough on turn 9-10 and ended up in the mud and at the back of the grid. Ellis Haddow led the way 

by a small margin from Tyler Parslow, George Bridson and Alex Churchill by only 1.5 seconds, leaving 

room for anyone to win the final. As they approached the seventh lap there was a small 0.4 second 

gap over Tyler, with George and Alex looking over their shoulders.  After 8 laps Ellis managed to hold 
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strong at the front and came in with a best lap time of 1:11, followed by Tyler in second and George 

in third. 

 

Senior Light Heat 1 
Christopher Gristwood and Emilio Lopez were the front runners in the first light heat. Dan Bull was 

close behind and Charlie Fenton and Tom Harbottle were having a good battle behind him. Emilio 

Lopez moved into first place on the second lap when he took Christopher on the bottom section of 

the circuit. Tom Harbottle managed to edge past Charlie Fenton eventually on the third lap around 

turns 4, 5 and 6 to move into fourth place.  The heat began to settle down and most drivers were 

spaced out by at least 1-2 seconds as they approached the final lap. Matt Cooley took 10
th

 place 

from Daniel Russell on the last lap to gain a few extra points. Emilio just managed to hold onto the 

lead and crossed the line 0.332 seconds in front of Christopher Gristwood in second place, with Dan 

Bull a further second behind in third position. 

Senior Light Heat 2 
Clive, Vaughan and James were the top three as we started the heat. The race was incredibly close 

throughout the first two laps as the drivers were side by side throughout the entire track leaving 

very little room to get through and overtake cleanly. There was some excessive contact over this 

period but Vaughan Roberts managed to get clear of the pack early and start to put some space 

between himself and the rest. James Ives followed suit and the two of them built a 5 second lead 

over the following drivers. Vaughan won, James came through in second.  There was too much 

contact in this heat which resulted in a driver debrief at the end of the race. 

Senior Light Heat 3 
Tom Harbottle, Sam Barclay and George Wilson led the way in the final light heat. Sam Barclay 

jumped the line and received a black flag. Charlie Fenton picked up a black flag for dangerous 

driving. Matt Cooley led after 4 laps but then lost it on the last to drop to 6th. George Wilson won 
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followed by Tom Harbottle in second and Aaron Kidd in third. Again the lights were very scrappy and 

there were multiple collisions due to close quarters racing throughout the heat. 

Senior Light Final 
Dan Bull and Emilio were on the front row for the final. Emilio lost it on the first lap and dropped 

down to fifth. Matt Cooley was having an excellent race and began to climb up the grid after starting 

towards the bottom. Dan Bull and George Wilson were separated by only 0.3 seconds through 5 

laps. 0.266 seconds after 6 laps and they were battling close together for the outright lead.  Matt 

Cooley continued his excellent form and climbed into third place as he crossed the line.  Dan Bull 

came in first place and James Ives followed in second.  

 

 

Senior Heavy Heat 1 
Wayne Robson and Ashley King were the front runners in this first heavy heat, Luigi Cappuccio was 

in fourth place and then lost out to Stuart Shearman and dropped to fifth. But later on in the same 

lap Luigi took Stuart again to regain fourth place. Chris Munro made his move on the third lap and 

moved past Ashely King to take second place, as Stuart Shearman climbed into fourth. Wayne won 

with a gap of 1.2 seconds over second placed Chris, who had a 5 second gap over the third place 

driver Ashley King. 

Senior Heavy Heat 2 
Timothy, Luigi and Adrian were on top of the grid for this heat with the rest of the drivers eager to 

overtake as the sun came out to begin drying the track. Timothy and Luigi were enjoying their first 

season of InKart and were getting a taste of just how competitive the heavy category is, especially 

with the pressure of leading the starting grid. They both tried their best to maintain the position but 

the following pack were just too quick as Chris Munro soared to first place, with Adrian jumping up 

into second and Ashley King climbed up into third behind them. The heat began to settle down after 
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3 or 4 laps and the drivers were just concentrating on holding their lines and staying on the circuit, 

especially the top 3. It resulted in Chris Munro winning after showing some excellent speed in drying 

conditions; Adrian followed him closely in second and Ashley King in third position at the end of heat 

2. 

Senior Heavy Heat 3 
Stuart Shearman, Andy Barr and Adrian were leading through the first corner but there was a lack of 

room for the back of the pack and Luigi ended up on the grass at turn 2. Luke Plummer made a quick 

start and found himself up in second in front of Adrian and Andy Barr. Andy dropped to fourth and 

had Chris Munro on his tail. On the 4
th

 lap, Chris Munro made an excellent move on turn 6 to move 

past Andy Barr and take fourth place. Luke Plummer moved into first place past Stuart on the last 

lap, leaving Stuart in second and Adrian in third. 

Senior Heavy Final 
Chris Munro held the lead through the first corner followed by Stuart Shearman and Wayne Robson. 

Wayne moved into second over Stuart on the 3
rd

 lap after showing some real speed through the 

inside of the hairpins. Stuart dropped from second to fourth over the 4
th

 and 5
th

 laps, making third 

place up for grabs by at least four drivers. Wayne moved past Chris to take the lead on the 5
th

 lap, he 

was carrying some serious speed in this final and was definitely making the most of it. Adrian moved 

into third place just behind Chris Munro with less than 2 laps to go. Andy Barr was leading the back 

section but still 7 seconds behind Stuart Shearman with one lap to go. As the drivers came off the 

back straight on the final lap it was as good as done, as Wayne Robson won after powering through 

the field on a drying circuit and taking advantage of the conditions, Chris Munro came in a 

respectable second place in unfavourable conditions for this notorious wet-weather driver, and 

Adrian followed them close behind with a solid third placed performance. 

 


